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Kami Guildner is a woods-walker. A sky-gazer. A horse-lover. Raised 
on the wide open plains of Colorado against the majestic Rocky 
Mountains, wilderness fueled her soul from an early age. With a 
young enchanted mind, she gained an early understanding that the 
natural world brings clarity, provides space to dream, and opens our 
eyes to views of worlds unseen before us.  
 
Her early dreams journeyed her into a wildly successful 20 year 
executive career. Yet, deep in her heart, she was hearing a calling 
for something more. Whispers. An Inner knowing. Her reconnection to 
this inner knowing that nature provided opened up her own world of 
transition – from executive to entrepreneur.   
 
Today, Kami helps executives, entrepreneurs and truth-seekers 
around the world “Live Out Loud” into a passionate and meaningful 
life. Leading them to connect to their inner gifts, discover new 
meaning and new paths, her clients step into intentional action fueled 
with vitality and courage. In addition, Kami founded Extraordinary 
Women Connect™ – a series of intimate events for wildly successful 
women connecting in meaning, purpose and shared support. 
 
Kami brings her many years of leadership, marketing, strategic 
planning and business growth expertise to her clients. She holds a BS 
from the University of Colorado at Denver in International Business 
and Marketing and is trained in Appreciative Inquiry change 
management methodology, holding a certificate in the Practice of 
Positive Change. Kami is also a certified Equine Guided Coach. 

“ 
Kami is an inspirational speaker 

that paints pictures that motivate 

action. She speaks from her heart 

and provokes her audience to think, 

internalize and move forward!                           
- Mary Ann  

” 

Kami is walking the talk. . .her 

talk. . . and that means a lot. She 

is passionate about inspiring 

people to find their next life path. 

And when she's passionate about 

me, it's hard not to get passionate 

about myself.  
- Andrea  

303.670.7244  

During Kami’s Talks, You Will Learn to:  

 Be a stronger, more confident, vibrant woman, who shines 
her light more brightly to the world, so you can create a 
ripple effect and legacy that really matters. 

 Take control of your crazy-busy life so you stop feeling so 
overwhelmed and stressed. 

 Discover a passionate and meaningful next chapter in your 
life that will make you the money and impact your heart 
desires. 

mailto:kami@syzygy-co.com
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“ 

” 

Kami’s goal setting talks are 

content-rich, passionate and 

inspirational – using experiences from 

her own life to guide participants 

through reflective steps toward making 

their own wildest dreams become 

realities.  

- Dana 

Kami’s gentle and inspiring style 

creates a safe place where her 

audience can explore their deepest 

desires and build courage to live into 

their passions.   

- Sarah 

The Brand of You: Igniting Your 

Presence, Purpose and Profile as a 

Thought Leader  
How are you playing small? Kami will help you 

connect to your personal and professional 

brand and give you a roadmap for showing up 

in the world. You’ll leave behind the self-doubts and open up to the 

wonder of who you are at your best and how you want to matter. She’ll 

give you real world tips on how to play a bigger game and up-level what 

you’re putting out into the world, so you are seen, heard and making an 

impact leading the change you desire.  

  

Intuitive Marketing 

Kami will teach you how to awaken your own powerful internal compass – 

for discovering your true voice, for identifying new growth opportunities 

and for solving problems. You will learn to market from the Inside Out to 

attract your ideal clients with a magnetic brand and creative 

communication strategy. Let go of brand elements that sound like the 

masses and create a powerful matrix of messages and tools that speaks 

directly to who you want to serve.    

Awaken your Inner Fire  
Are you ready to ignite passion, purpose and meaning into your work 
and life?  Shine a light on your gifts and talents and tune into the part 
of your work you love most! Kami will help you explore what brings a 
fire to your life and help you tune into what your heart wants you to 

know!  You’ll jumpstart your year with a Yes-
to-You intention!  No playing small allowed!  
This is your year! 

  

The Changing Art of  Women in 

Leadership 
Women have been shapeshifting who they are 
in leadership roles for years to fit into a man’s 
world. Times are changing. A new leadership 
paradigm is unfolding making way for 
leaders to embrace and embody a more 
graceful, heart-based, wisdom infused way of 
leading. Leadership guided by seeing, feeling 
and connection. The world is ready. Kami will 

show you how to unleash the 
feminine leader in you, so you 
can shape the companies and 
cultures of our future.   

Kami is powerfully authentic 

in how she connects with her 

audience; she is a 

generous "giver" of her 

expertise, every time! 
 - Rita  

inspirationally  

uplifting 

Kami is the Best Selling 

Author of Firedancer: 

Your Spiral Journey to 

a Life of Passion and 

Purpose and Pony 

Ponder ings  Dai ly 

Inspiration Cards.  
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